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Branch and Association Programme
Next Quarter+
January
February 11th
4.00-6.00pm

No practice
Ketteringham St Peter

March 3rd
March 10th
4.00 – 6.30 pm

Association Training Day
Reepham
(aka Whitwell St
Michael)

Branch practice 4.00 – 5.30 pm
Quarterly Meeting 5.30 pm
Quiz
6.00 pm

April 8th – 14th
April 14th
4.00 – 6.00 pm

May 12th
All day
June 2nd
4.00 pm
June 9th
2.00 pm
July 14th
7.00- 9.00 pm
September 8th
7.00 – 9.00 pm
September 22nd
October 13th
All day
November 4th
November 10th

Branch practice

Quarter Peal Week
Drayton St Margaret

Branch practice

More 2012 events for your diary
Branch Spring outing
Griston

5 Bell competition for the Griston Plate

Gimingham & Paston

Branch Practice and Quarterly Meeting with picnic and games

Stratton Strawless

Branch practice

Reymerston

Branch practice

Western Branch –
Venue to be decided

Association Striking Competition
Branch Autumn outing

Northern Branch Venue to be decided
Aylsham

Association Songs of Praise
Branch practice and AGM

Editorial
Welcome to the 48th edition of Soundbow.
We are very grateful for the bumper bag of contributions we have had this quarter, and we hope
you enjoy reading them. We are also gradually expanding the information on the front sheet to
include Association events and we should like to know if you find this helpful. This time there is
also a look ahead to as much of the information for 2012 as we have at present.
In fact we will be ringing for a higher than usual number of special events in 2012. Both the
Olympics and the Queen‟s Diamond Jubilee will require a suitable contribution from the ringing
fraternity, and we look forward to seeing what Norfolk can do. We are still short of detail, but
we hope to have a much fuller picture for our next edition in March.
Among the more conventional ringing we may expect there are some unusual challenges. For
example, there is the plan for three minutes of ringing bells of all kinds to mark the start of the
Olympics? Have you actually heard about it, or if you have, do you mean to take part? It seems
to be causing some controversy nationally. The plan is for a three-minute chorus of bells to be
rung out across Britain to signal the start of the first day of the London 2012 Games on July 27th
2012. It is the brainchild of Turner Prize winner and musician Martin Creed and the aim is “for
all the bells in the country to be rung as quickly and as loudly as possible”. Then there will be
the Olympic flame which will pass through Norfolk, and whose passage ringers have been asked
to mark.
All in all, we can look forward to interesting times, not all of them gloomy.
There is a new Northern Branch Committee following the Branch AGM in November (details
below). We wish them well in their efforts to enable us all to widen our ringing opportunities
and enjoy ringing events throughout the year.
Lastly we note with regret the death of Anna Wellbourne, for whom a short obituary is included
in this edition
Best wishes to all our ringers in this Christmas season, and despite everything, a happy and
successful 2012.
Gill Page and Maureen Gardiner, Editors
The Editors are grateful to all who have contributed in any way to this edition of Soundbow. Articles and
letters for publication, news from towers and of ringers, peals and quarter peals for inclusion, and all
other copy may be sent to northernbranch@fastmail.fm please

Branch Officers and Committee
Chairman: Michael Clements, 167 Shakespeare Way, Taverham, Norwich, NR8 6TZ
tel: 01603 261761 email: mgclements@tiscali.co.uk
Secretary: Alyson Booth, Kuranda, Quarry Lane, Lyng, Norwich NR9 5RS
Tel 01603 872710; email: alysonbooth58@googlemail.com
Ringing Masters: Faith Pearce 34 Vicarage Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR3 2HB
tel: 01603 427570 / 07825 335450 email: faithpearce@hotmail.co.uk
Richard Turk, 31 Brightwell Road, Norwich, NR3 3PQ
tel: 01603 250867/ 07790 353881 email: the_great_chd@hotmail.com
Committee: Steve Day, Gill Page, Jon Spreadbury, Roy Wiles.
Representative on the Standing Committee: Theo Crowder
Soundbow Editors Gill Page and Maureen Gardiner

We have been asked by Theo Crowder to point out that her phone number is given incorrectly in
the Annual Report. It should be 01263 710129

In Memoriam
Anna Welbourne 1929-2011
Anna died earlier this month at the age of 82 after a long struggle with cancer. She was tower
captain, steeple keeper and sole resident ringer at Wiveton for many years and an active
member of the Holt band.

The Holt Band a few years ago. Anna is second from right
She grew up in Cambridge where her father Edward Wellbourne was Master of Emmanuel
College. She was an artist, a designer and a craftswoman of real substance in a multiplicity of
fields. She turned her hand to many things with confidence and commitment. For many years
she designed stage sets for the Maddermarket Theatre in Norwich. She also did much work for
the National Trust, restoring leatherwork and fabrics at Oxburgh Hall and possibly elsewhere.
Anna was always willing to make her talents available to her friends and those who shared her
interests. She was excellent calligrapher whose work stood out when she was a student at
Cambridge Art College. Her elegant and beautifully lettered peal boards with their distinctive
green background that hang in the Holt and Wiveton towers are a lasting example of her skill.
She was a knowledgeable and talented gardener and naturalist as her beautiful garden in
Wiveton demonstrated. Unlike many keen gardeners she had an extensive knowledge and
appreciation of wild flowers. She once made magnificent flower arrangements for the wedding
of friends using only wild flowers from the North Norfolk verges. She was also a dog lover,
owning a succession of bright, well trained Labradors of whom Dido was the last and possibly
according to Anna the most flighty as a youngster – although never beyond Anna‟s easy control.
Anna loved ringing, for its challenge and outlet for her skills and for its companionship. She
learnt to ring in Cambridgeshire at the Shelfords, and when she came to Norfolk she continued
to progress as a ringer and a valued member of the ringing community. She rang 13 peals for the
NDA, many of them with Harry Poyner in the 1990s. Anna cared about good ringing, and good
striking, with high standards for herself in this as in the other things she turned her hand to.
Those of us who had the privilege of knowing Anna and ringing with her will remember with
affection and respect a woman of many talents, personal integrity and a great capacity for
friendship.

The funeral service will be held in Wiveton Church on 21st December at 3.00pm, preceded by a
quarter peal attempt by a band largely selected by Anna. She also planned the service which
will include the Ringers‟ Hymn.
MG/TC
(Donations in memory of Anna will be shared between Glaven Caring and the Blakeney Housing
Society. They may be sent to Lloyd Durham Funeral Directors, Avenue Road, High Kelling, Holt)

The Masters’ Merry Mutterings
We‟ll not keep you long at this festive time,
And we won‟t promise much since we‟re not masters of rhyme,
But we‟d like to say thank you for coming along,
To this year‟s Branch practices and for having a dong,
On the tenor bell whilst covering behind,
Or maybe the treble, we really don‟t mind,
As long as you‟ve had some jolly good fun,
Then we like to think that our job is done,
So all that remains to say, with good cheer,
Is Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
First of all, we would like to thank everyone who has supported us over the last twelve months.
There has not been a single Branch practice where we have struggled for numbers, and we have
frequently managed to achieve attendances in the region of twenty or more people. We hope
this has given people the chance to expand their ringing repertoire and their confidence. In
addition, we hope members have enjoyed the additional social events in the past year‟s
programme, such as the quiz, the Cromer trail, and the picnic on the beach. These extra events
also attracted a good level of attendance, and we have more planned for the future, should you
choose to re-elect us!
In May, the Association‟s AGM was held at Hethersett. The NDA Ringing Master took the
opportunity to try holding the 6-bell competition in conjunction with the AGM. Sadly, only a
handful of towers took part. On the plus side, the majority of these towers were from the
Northern Branch. The winners of both the Call Change and Method competitions were Northern
Branch bands. In fact, they were both bands from Weston Longville, so well done to them!
Another positive for the Northern Branch was the Association 8-bell competition. This was held
at Blofield, and combined with an 8-bell training day. The whole event was a success, but
particularly for this Branch. We won the competition, receiving positive comments from the
judges.
This year we decided to hold two Branch outings. The first of these, in May, was on the
Norfolk/Suffolk border and included a variety of rings, from the pleasant heavy six of Wingfield
and the majestic 8 at Redenhall to the odd-sounding 6 at Metfield and the challenging 8 at
Fressingfield. The second outing took us to the border of Cambridgeshire in October. Despite a
lock out at the second tower (Freckenham) and being turned away at Chippenham, the last
tower, due to a children‟s choir practice and concert, we did eventually manage to ring at all
five of the booked towers.
Earlier in the year we encouraged people to contact us if they wanted help with a particular
aspect of their ringing. This lead to two quarter peals being rung, one was a first in method and
the other a first quarter. This is something we would like to continue with in the future, so
please do let us know if there is something you would like to try.

It was sad to note that not many peals were rung for the Association peal week, however we
would like to mention that a peal of 41 spliced surprise minor was rung by a predominantly
Northern Branch band. This was also the first such peal rung by an entirely NDA band. Well done
to those members.
We began by thanking people for their support over the last twelve months, and we would like
to finish by reiterating how grateful we are for the support we have received. It has made our
time as ringing masters satisfying and rewarding, and we hope that we have achieved some of
the objectives that we set out with when we were elected.
Faith Pearce and Richard Turk
Branch Ringing Masters

Launch of the Paul Cattermole Fund
OCTOBER 30TH 2011
The 30th was a very special day. Wymondham Abbey was filled
to the rafters with people, mainly ringers. Why? One of the
Norfolk ringers, Paul Cattermole, was the catalyst for this
celebration.
Paul Cattermole who was a ringer and had lived in Tharston
had made a big impression, not only on the ringing fraternity
but also as an archivist and historian. He had begun his
working life as a school teacher and had spent a short time at
Gresham‟s School in Holt where he started a band. Evidence
of this is seen in the peal board hanging in Bale Church, a peal
of doubles rung by five Gresham‟s boys. He then took up a
post in Worcester. Later he moved to back to Norfolk where
he took up a post at Norwich School. Over the course of time
he became Archivist to Wymondham Abbey, bell advisor to the
Diocese of Norwich, and established himself as a leading
authority on church bells. He wrote a number of books on his
passion and helped many churches to restore their bells. He
died at the age of 67 in 2009.
The event in Wymondham Abbey was held to celebrate Paul‟s life and to start a fund to cast a
bell in his memory and to support bells and ringing related works to enable the sound of bells to
continue to be heard throughout the diocese. The focus will include towers with up to three
bells or where chiming is a solution for the towers needs, and on local facilities for training.
Grants will also be given to the NDA Library.
I personally did not know Paul. I met him a few times and always found him a most gentle and
generous person. I first heard of his death while on a ringing trip to Australia and immediately
we rand a ¼ peal in his memory. Everyone in the group had heard of him.
If you should wish to donate to the Paul Cattermole fund you can send your donation to the
Association Treasurer, Mrs Jenny Brunger. Please make your cheques payable to “The NDA” and
write PC Fund on the reverse.
Theo Crowder

Ringing in Retirement
[Copy of a recent article written for non-ringers by Keith Shaw for 'PLUS' - the
national Magazine of the Christian Council on Ageing]
With my retirement imminent and with an abundance of appealing ideas on what to do with my
precious time when it eventually arrived, I was surprised to find one activity taking centre stage,
as it were, since it had hitherto been unconsidered. It was my father-in-law, Nolan Golden, who
presented the idea.
“Why not take up bell-ringing?” he mused - an unsurprising comment from him, perhaps, since
he had been awarded an M.B.E. for his commitment to „The Exercise‟.
I had chimed a church bell as a choir boy, but I had been nowhere near a bell-rope since those
youthful days, although I had oft delighted in that unique and mellifluous sound of changeringing emanating from a nearby church tower, especially on a balmy summer evening. Perhaps
now was the time to look more closely into this peculiarly English activity, and I accepted an
invitation from Nolan to accompany him to a local ringing practice.
Entering the ringing chamber (the room with the bell-ropes hanging down from the ceiling), the
first thing to strike me was the diversity in age, appearance and gender of the group gathered
therein. Undoubtedly, ringers come from a wide variety of backgrounds and walks of life. I saw
smart young professionals ringing alongside policemen, factory workers alongside teachers,
schoolboys and girls alongside pensioners - some in their eighties.
Nolan supervised my first pull on a bell-rope, directing me in holding the „tail end‟ for the backstroke, whilst he looked after the sally – the coloured woollen grip for the hand-stroke. Contrary
to a popular conception, I was not hauled up to the ceiling by an itinerant rope, and I remember
these initial experiences of bell-ringing as a calm and dignified process, though not without the
challenge of any exercise demanding a little co-ordination of mind and body.
Since I attended ringing practice but once a week, it was some time before I was judged to be
sufficiently competent to ring unsupervised, but when that time came I must confess to feeling
more than a little pride at my achievement.
I was now able to join the band for Sunday service ringing as well as for practices, and I felt my
progress really moving forward. I had learned to ring „rounds and call changes‟, where the bells
are made to strike in the same order until the conductor calls for two bells to change position.
The next and much bigger step was to learn to change the striking position of my bell in relation
to the other bells at every stroke. This is called „change ringing‟, and is the element of English
church-bell ringing that makes it different from any other.
The art of bell-ringing can be progressed or rested at any point. Anyone able to safely handle a
bell-rope is usually welcomed in any tower, both at practice and, since ringers are often in short
supply on Sundays, at service ringing. Many ringers are content to stick at rounds and callchanges, but many more seek to progress to the challenges of change ringing – on five, six, eight
or even more bells – then on to quarter-peals and full peals. The sky‟s the limit!
Should this article have inspired any to look further into The Exercise (a misnomer, perhaps,
since a raised bell needs very little effort to ring) a point of first contact is usually the tower
captain at the local church. Failing that, the names of the correspondents of towers can be
obtained from the local Diocesan Ringing Association through the Diocesan Office.
Go on – have a go!

Mystic Max
Reveals Your Ringing Horoscope
Capricorn
22 December – 19th January
The transit of Venus will cause issues with your plain hunting at the
beginning of this quarter, but towards the latter half Venus will leave your
sign and you will find that you will be able to ring with improved striking.
nd

Aquarius
20 January – 18th February
This quarter will prove a profitable one for you, thanks to the prominent
position of Mercury. Now is the time to begin that fundraising for
augmentation or building work that you have been thinking about!
th

Pisces
19th February – 20th March
The retrograde motion of Jupiter will make its effects felt this quarter, so
be prepared for broken ropes and stays. Things will improve towards the
end of the quarter but, until then, make sure you have some spares handy!
Aries
21st March – 19th April
Neptune features heavily in your sign this quarter, meaning that now is
the time to practice that Grandsire you‟ve been meaning to get around to.
Why not push the boat out and try a quarter peal?
Taurus
20th April – 20th May
Mars will remain in your sign this quarter, and you should notice extra
courage when thinking about ringing new methods. Take the bull by the
horns and give those new methods a try. Go along to the Branch practices
to get some extra help.
Gemini
21 May – 20th June
You may not normally fancy ringing mixed doubles, but this quarter will
see Saturn moving through your sign. You will find yourself feeling the
urge to ring multiple doubles methods, and you should take the
opportunity to give it a go.
st

Cancer
21st June – 22nd July
New ringers don‟t often arrive at your tower, but this quarter you will
meet an attractive stranger. Who knows where this might lead? Why not
go along to a Branch practice or two to increase the chances of meeting
said stranger?
Leo
23rd July – 22nd August
This is definitely your quarter for conducting. You‟ve thought about giving
it more of a go for a while now, but with Mercury passing through your
sign, this quarter is the best time to take any opportunities offered to you.

Virgo
23rd August – 22nd September
With Uranus so prominent this quarter, you will find that peals and quarter
peals keep falling in your lap. You may not intend to ring so many, but the
unusually strong effect of Uranus will make it difficult to turn down offers.
Libra
23rd September – 22nd October
Mars, bringer of war, and Kobol, bringer of Surprise Major, reach a
conjunction this quarter, and Librans should beware of conflict amongst
their bands. But don‟t worry! You have the skills needed to balance both
sides and maintain peace in your towers.
Scorpio
23rd October – 21st November
Be careful! This quarter is full of pitfalls for you. You will find that
mistakes will creep into your ringing if you don‟t concentrate. However,
the effect of Saturn will mean that when you do get it right, you will get it
very right.
Sagittarius
22nd November – 21st December
The absence of any planetary bodies in your sign this quarter will give you
unprecedented control over your own fortunes. Take this opportunity to
do things your way, and make the most of it; everything changes next
quarter!

Tower in the Spotlight
Glandford St Martin
The Editors have received the following letter, and it has prompted one of our occasional
articles on particular towers and their bells
Dear Editors
I have come across a small book belonging to a close friend’s mother. She has kindly loaned me
the book to scan as it is in an extremely fragile condition. The book belonged to her father who
was bell ringing at Northwold at the time. The book is a record of "The Principal Rings Of Bells
In The Eastern Counties" and includes Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridge, Essex and Huntingdon. The
book simply details all the churches with rings of eight bells or upwards, recording their size,
weight, date of birth and the founder. The book was published in 1910. I have included some
pages that may be of interest to your readers.
Bob Booth
The Rev W M C Pearson (of Henley in Suffolk) set out to provide reliable information on the
characteristics of these important rings of bells, in the days before such data was readily
available to ringers. The extract Bob sent us shows the meticulous care Mr Pearson took to
provide accurate information on each bell.
He listed only six towers which in 1910 had eight bells or more in Norfolk. These were St Peter
Mancroft and St Andrew‟s in Norwich, Great Yarmouth, Aylsham, St Margaret‟s in Kings Lynn and
Glandford. St Andrew‟s with 10 bells and a proud history of ringing was unringable then and
remains so. Glandford‟s inclusion was a bit of a surprise and we thought merited a follow up.

St Martin‟s church Glandford, we discovered, had fallen into ruin by 1730. It remained so until a
late Victorian revival of its fortunes when Sir Alfred Jodrell of Bayfield Hall undertook its
restoration as a memorial to his dearly loved mother Adele Monckton.

The rebuilding was a painstaking restoration of the earlier building, mainly thirteenth century
with a fifteenth-century arcade and north aisle. The interior was richly restored with elaborately
carved woodwork in the nave and chancel made from local oak and cedar wood. The excellent
stained glass windows came from the workshop of Kempe and Bryans. The marble font is a copy
of the fifteenth-century seven-sacrament font at Walsoken and was made in Florence.
The provision of bells was given the same careful attention. Perhaps because these were a
relatively new and attractive phenomenon, instead of a conventional ring of bells, a carillon of
twelve bells cast by Taylor‟s of Loughborough was installed. These provide the clock chime, but
have an additional very distinctive and unexpected feature. Every three hours, from noon to
9pm, a hymn tune is played; each day‟s is different, selected from a menu of six options:
Once in Royal David’s City
Jerusalem on High
On the Resurrection Morning
The Saints of God
On the Happy Easter Morn
Every Morning the Red Sun
There is a Fountain Filled with Blood
This list, studded with titles now deeply obscure, adds to the sense of timewarp. The church is
a little gem of Victorian craftsmanship, reflecting a sense of renewal which must have been
exciting and moving for those who saw the church being rescued and restored.
The bells themselves (courtesy of the Rev Pearson‟s researches, although the church‟s
dedication seems wrong) are as follows:

From the Towers
Mulbarton
Regular Wednesday practices have resumed at
Mulbarton! Visitors are welcome, whatever your
ability. Practices start at 7.30 (handling practice
earlier, by arrangement).
The photo shows some members of the regular
band. George Moore, Tower Captain, is at the
centre, and Timothy Jackson, Ringing Master, is
second from the left.
Contacts: George Moore
01508 570 722
Timothy Jackson 01508 579 013
timothy@edwardjacksonltd.com

Aylsham
On Wednesday, 2nd November, 13 members of St. Michael's Guild of Ringers and friends
attended the Annual Dinner held this year at the Market Restaurant in Aylsham.
The Annual General Meeting of St. Michael's Guild of Ringers will be held at Spa Croft, Aylsham,
on Monday, 23rd January, 2012, commencing at 19.00 hrs. Our church Reader, Mr. David Martin,
will take the chair. The agenda will be displayed on the ringing chamber notice board and
circulated to Members with email facility from mid-December. Please advise the Secretary of
items for discussion under 'a.o.b.' as soon as possible.
Recent quarter-peals at Aylsham:
Thursday, 29th September, a quarter-peal of 1260 changes of Plain Bob Triples: Theo Crowder 1,
Alan Syder 2, Beverley Mayne 3, John Mudd 4, Maureen Gardiner 5, Derick Grey 6, Lawrence
Smith (C) 7, Daniel Phillips 8. Rung to mark our Patronal Festival
Friday, 21st October, a quarter-peal of 1260 changes of Grandsire Triples: Theo Crowder 1, Gill
Page 2, Beverley Mayne 3, John Mudd 4, Keith Shaw 5, Maureen Gardiner 6, Lawrence Smith (C)
7, Geoff Vardy 8. Rung to mark the 206th anniversary of the Battle of Trafalgar
Saturday, 5th November, a quarter-peal of 1260 changes of London Surprise Royal was rung by a
visiting band of ringers.
Sunday 13th November, a quarter peal of 1260 changes of Reverse Canterbury Pleasure Doubles:
Lorraine Marks 1, Gill Page 2, Keith Shaw 3, John Mudd 4, Lawrence Smith (C) 5, Daniel Phillips
6. Rung half-muffled on the back six prior to our town's Service of Remembrance
Friday. 2nd December,1260 Grandsire Triples 1-Theo Crowder, 2-David
Hoare, 3-Beverley Mayne, 4-Anne Bridge, 5-John Mudd, 6-Keith Shaw, 7Lawrence Smith (C), 8-Daniel Phillips.
Rung to welcome Father Christmas at the switch-on of town festive lights.
The photo shows the band indulging in after-quarter celebrations

Lyng
We have three new recruits who are being taught separately from the main band of ringers at
times to suit themselves (and the Church of course). We are fortunate to allow the new ringer to
handle a tied bell competently on their own before joining in with others, without the worry and
possible embarrassment of other people watching. The feedback received from this approach is
that it is proving to be much easier for the pupil and shortens the time that the pupil takes to
gain competence and confidence.
The next stage is for them to join with the other ringers on our Wednesday evening practice to
ring along with the other 4 bells to progress to ringing rounds and call changes, which we have
already successfully commenced with the first of our trainees.
Foxley Bells are out of action at the present and will need major works before they are again
ringable but a new team of ringers are being taught under the supervision of Mike Clements and
Martin Howe at Weston Longville Church. The local correspondent for Foxley Ringers is Tony
Rushbrook. He or his wife Christine can be contacted on 01362 688494. At present they are fund
raising for the restoration works to Foxley bells and any donations will be gratefully received.
The Lyng Ringers have commenced combined practices with the Foxley ringers which will not
only assist them to advance more quickly but also gives the Lyng Ringers the benefit of having
the more experienced tutors present allowing us also to progress with more advanced ringing .
On the second Wednesday of each month, Lyng Ringers visit Weston Longville (7.30 – 8.30pm)
and on the fourth Wednesday the Foxley Ringers visit us here at Lyng (7.30 – 9.00pm)
Peter Sawyer

Holt
Tower outing 24th September
On a beautiful Saturday morning eight members of
The Holt Tower set off to ring at 6 towers,
Happisburgh, Bacton and Knapton in the morning,
followed by an excellent lunch at The Vernon Arms
at Southrepps. Then fortified, we rang at
Southrepps Gimingham and Northrepps in the
afternoon.
The churches we visited were all different in age,
style and architecture, but all equally interesting.
There were several inexperienced ringers in the band and each tower presented
different challenges. We spent a lot of time trying to improve our bell control and
technique.
We are very grateful to those who opened up and made the towers available to us,
particularly to David Grey and Andrew Lubbock who rang with us and gave us so much
support at Southrepps. Andrew was also there to help at Knapton and Gimingham. Thank
you very much.
We all felt that we had had a really good day and had learnt a lot. Our thanks go to Theo
who spent so much time organising it for us and making it such a success.
Sue Layfield

Cromer
Cromer Ringers’ Rules
An interesting document was recently discovered in the bottom of a wooden chest in Cromer
Ringing Room. Very faded, stained and torn, it is hand written on a piece of card about 16 by 12
inches and is headed Cromer Church. It was probably once framed and appears to be the rules
the ringers were expected to follow when the ring of six was installed in 1874.
The vicar and churchwardens were clearly determined to exercise tight control over the ringing.
There were to be six regular ringers and three probationary ringers (all men then of course) and
all were to be appointed by the church authorities. Each regular ringer was to have a salary of
ten shillings a year payable at Christmas (roughly equivalent to a week‟s wages for an
agricultural labourer of the time) but would be fined two shillings each time he failed to appear.
Drunkenness or immoral conduct would result in instant dismissal. No beer or other alcohol was
to be brought into the church or churchyard and any extra income from wedding ringing was to
be shared out at the end of the year and on no account spent on feasting or drinking.
No-one except the appointed ringers were allowed in the tower during practices and written
permission was required for the bells to be rung outside the previously agreed times. There is no
mention of when the bells were to be rung on Sundays, but the special occasions mentioned are
Christmas Eve and New Year‟s Eve, Queen Victoria‟s birthday, the anniversary of her coronation
and November the 5th.
The stringent control evident in these arrangements reflects the determination of the church
authorities to establish Victorian respectability. They were anxious not to revert to the laid-back
traditions of the previous century when unruly West Gallery choirs and orchestras were in
control of church music and ringers exercised similar independence. The 1874 rules were
replaced by less draconian ones in 1912, professionally printed this time, and these still hang in
the Cromer Ringing Room.
John Gardiner

By coincidence, one of the Editors was sent the following extract from the 1855 diary of the
Reverend B J Armstrong, Vicar of East Dereham by his great grandson who is editing his diaries:

Jan 4th 1855
„Among the numerous characters, difficult to manage with which a town
clergyman has to do – such as Clerks, Schoolmasters, singers or organist –the bell
ringers are often conspicuous. With so fine a peal as ours I have long ineffectually
sought to properly organise these worthies by means of rules. To this they would
never submit, till I hit upon ye plan of declining to bestow my Xmas box till they
did. After much vapouring & fuming & threatening not to ring out the old year
with the usual “muffled peal”, these worthies have succumbed, & today brought
their rules signed by them all. Nothing like determination in all such cases!‟

Noel: Christmas Eve 1913
(Extract from the poem by Robert Bridges)

A frosty Christmas Eve
when the stars were shining
Fared I forth alone
where westwards falls the hill.
And from many a village
in the water‟d valley
Distant music reached me
peals of bells aringing;
The constellated sounds
ran sprinkling on earth‟s floor
As the dark vault above
with stars was spangled o‟er.
Now blessed be the towers
that crown England so fair
That stand up strong in prayer
unto God for our souls;
Blessed be their founders
(said I) an‟ our country folk
Who are ringing for Christ
in the belfries tonight
With arms lifted to clutch
the rattling ropes that race
Into the dark above
and the mad romping din.

Tower contact details – latest information
AYLSHAM - S. Michael & All Angels: Keith Shaw 01263 732462; aylshamtower@supanet.com
Tower website: www.aylshamtower.org.uk
BACTON - S. Andrew: Ian Witham 01692 650530
BUXTON - St. Andrew: Mrs Sue Folland 01603 279402
COLTISHALL – S. John the Baptist: Mrs Audrey P Weston 01603 737269
CROMER - SS Peter & Paul: David Wakely 01263 825885
DRAYTON - S. Margaret: John Rant 01603 747564; bitzasoft@hotmail.com
ERPINGHAM – S. Mary: The Rev. Brian Faulkner; brian-faulkner@lineone.net
FELMINGHAM – S. Andrew: Mrs Helene Smith 01692 404284
GIMINGHAM – All Saints: Mrs Betty Taylor 01263 726811
HETHERSETT – S. Remigius: Roy Wiles 01603 812049
HEVINGHAM – S, Mary V. & S. Botolph: June Clitheroe, june@gatestogrates.co.uk
HEYDON – SS Peter & Paul: E. V. Shipham 01263 587865
HOLT – S. Andrew: Theo Crowder 01263 710129
HONINGHAM – St Andrew: G. E. Smith 01603 880309
HORSHAM S. FAITH – SS Andrew & Mary: Mrs. L Holness 01603 898801; peter@holness.net
INTWOOD – All Saints: Dr M.L. Parker, 01603 811330
KETTERINGHAM – S. Peter: Dr M.L. Parker, 01603 811330
KNAPTON – SS Peter & Paul: A. J. Lubbock 01263 722929
LAMMAS - St Andrew: Don MacKenzie Tel: 01603 279248; donmac2@btinternet.com
LYNG – S.Margaret: Peter Sawyer, 1 Hammond Place, Lyng NR9 5RQ: 01603 872674:
pj.dyngalyng@gmail.com
MARSHAM – All Saints, Temporary Correspondent: Keith Shaw 01263 732462
MATTISHALL – All Saints: Mrs. Iris Coe 01362 858657
NORTH REPPS – S.Mary the Virgin: Mrs. Jill Breeze 01263 579699
NORWICH – All Saints Centre: Richard Turk 01603 250867
NORWICH – S. George, Colegate: Ms Barbara Mesney 01603 622138
NORWICH – S. Giles-on-the-Hill: Joseph Dillon, 01603 699964 J.Dillon@inbox.com
Tower website www.stgilesnorwich.org.uk
NORWICH – S Michael Coslany: Alan Spreadbury, sheila.spreadbury1@btinternet.com
NORWICH – S. Peter Mancroft: Richard Turk 01603 250867
PASTON – S. Margaret: Mrs A Digby 01263 720616
REYMERSTON – S. Peter: B. Taylor 01362 850423
Tower website: http://freespace.virgin.net/reymerston.ringers
SALLE – SS. Peter & Paul: Mr. J. Booth, 50 Bircham Rd. Reepham, Norwich. NR10 4NQ
SAXTHORPE – St Andrew: CJR Tyndall, 01263 584103
SCOTTOW – All Saints: The Rev. A R Long, The Vicarage, Worstead, N Walsham NR28 9SE
SHIPDHAM – All Saints: Peter Woodcock 01362 695486
SOUTH REPPS – S. James: Mrs Betty Taylor 01263 726811
STRATTON STRAWLESS – S.Margaret: Mrs. C. Monk 01603 897821
WESTON LONGVILLE – All Saints: Mrs M. A. Carter 01603 860355
WIVETON – S. Mary: Theo Crowder 01263 710129
WYMONDHAM - S. Mary & S. Thomas: Hayden Charles 01953 603943 hcharles@grandsire.co.uk
Website: www.wymondhambells.org.uk
YAXHAM – S Peter: Mrs A Cheeseman, The Yews, Dereham Road, Yaxham NR19 1RF. 01362 693214

